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GIBSON  
Modern Double 

Cut Standard 
p. 150 CHASE BLISS  

Brothers
p. 144

OVATION APPLAUSE 
Elite AE44II-VV

p. 122

VICTORY  
V-40 Deluxe

p. 140

JAM PEDALS 
Delay Llama Supreme

p. 110

WAREHOUSE  
American Vintage G8C

 p. 120
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 Plus! December Premier Gear Award Winners
Read the full reviews on the pages indicated below!

1. Island Anzol (p. 192), $2,200 street, island-instrument.com 
2. Hahn 112 (p. 176), $1,950 street, hahnguitars.com 
3. Stomp Under Foot Alabaster (p. 181), $225 street, stompunderfoot.com
4. Radial Tonebone Texas Pro (p. 171), $169 street, tonebone.com
5. Fender ’64 Custom Deluxe Reverb (p. 173), $2,499 street, fender.com
6. Hughes & Kettner era 1 (p. 185), $1,199street, hughes-and-kettner.com
7. SviSound Techno-FA (p. 171), $169 street, svisound.com 
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CLICK HERE TO HEAR this pedal. CLICK HERE TO HEAR this pedal.

SviSOUND
Techno-FA

RADIAL TONEBONE
Texas Pro

By Shawn Hammond By Charles Saufley

Hailing from Count Dracula’s 
favorite shipping port (Varna, 
Bulgaria), the SviSound Techno-FA 
is, pound for pound, inch for inch, 
one the most powerfully addicting 
phasers on the market. Packed 
into its 1.5" x 3.6" steel housing 
is an analog circuit with four mini 
knobs—frequency (rate), range (how 
far the effect shifts in each cycle), 
bright, and depth—a pushbutton for 
selecting two- or four-stage phasing, and a slightly confusing 
array of sci-fi-cool LEDs indicating effect status, stage 
selection, and phasing rate.

Simply put, the FA is one of those effects that immediately 
inspires. For disorientingly warbled—but still classic-
sounding—aural vortexes, choose four-stage mode and 
crank the range knob. For a cushier, more inviting vintage 
sound that can lull you into blissful oblivion in myriad ways, 
choose two-stage mode and tune to taste. The bright control 
is a genius inclusion, but regardless, virtually every setting 
seamlessly melds with your overall tone. About the only way 
designer Mark Svirkov could improve it would be to somehow 
defy physics and fit an expression-pedal jack on the housing 
so you could modify effect rate while playing. A must-try for 
the vintage-inclined player looking for tiny but mighty! 

TEST GEAR Squier Vintage Modified Tele with Curtis Novak JM-V 

and Tel-V pickups, Fender ’64 Custom Deluxe Reverb

Radial is famous for reliable 
DI boxes tough enough to 
double as ball peen hammers. 
But the company’s utilitarian 
image often seems to obscure 
how thoughtfully designed 
and musical their stompboxes can be. Those qualities are easy 
to hear, see, and feel in the Tonebone Texas Pro.

Like Radial’s DIs, the Canada-built Texas Pro is 
ridiculously robust: heavy gauge steel, smooth, precise, and 
sensitive controls with perfect resistance, a smart effects loop, 
and switches and jacks that seem impervious to wear. The 
layout, too, is simple and sensible, with streamlined control 
sets for the boost and overdrive arrayed across the compact 4 
1/2" enclosure.

The Texas Pro is solid on the sound side of the equation, 
too. I enjoyed the vintage overdrive setting most—especially 
its ability to deliver TS-style presence with a smoother, more 
even harmonic profile. It is perfectly matched to the boost. 
Together they are a magnifying glass for a guitar’s essential 
voice, striking a cool balance between color, toughness, and 
transparency. The modern mode is killer for punky riffage 
and Jimmy Page-style lead heat. The maximum setting, 
meanwhile, seems best suited for searing leads and chunky, 
aggressive chording. Taken together, the tone variations—and 
possibilities—are striking. 

TEST GEAR Telecaster Deluxe, Fender Jazzmaster, blackface 

Fender Tremolux

PROS Unusual and super-
useful control set. Great 
variety of beautiful phase 
sounds in a miniscule 
footprint. 

CONS Control labels difficult 
to read.

PROS Lots of overdrive colors 
in a compact package. Tough as 
nails. Beautifully built.  

CONS Even harmonic profile 
can sometimes read as 
sterility.

$169 street, svisound.com $169 street, tonebone.com
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